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Fermion masses and mixings in the SM 

Quark sector: 

• EWSB ☞ misalignment of physical and interaction eigenstates 

• Quark flavour violated by charged current interactions 

• Observed in many oscillation/decay processes

Lepton sector:
• SM ☞ strict conservation of total lepton number and lepton flavours 

• But neutrinos oscillate (© SuperKamiokande, 1998) 

☞Physics beyond SM! 

☞ Lepton Flavour Violation

Do ν oscillations imply charged LFV?  
Is cLFV due to mechanism of ν masses and mixings? 
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Looking for New Physics with Leptonic Observables 

Looking for Very
Rare 

Processes!
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Signal:  
• coherent process ~Z5 (maximal for 30 ≤ Z ≤ 60) 
• a single mono-energetic electron of ~105 MeV 
• lifetime: 864 ns
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μ  e conversion in “muonic” atoms

Strategy : increase the beam intensity while decreasing the beam induced background

transport the signal 

Muonic atoms:

1s bound state formed when μ− stopped in target

Decay In Orbit
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Measurement Strategy
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COMET , a 2-stage experiment
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COMET Phase-I
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COMET Phase-I

COMET PHASE-I
Physics Sensitivity for COMET phase-I
 

 

8 GeV, 3.2 KW proton beam

Running time ~ 150 days

 Summary of the estimated background events for 
a single-event sensitivity of 3 × 10−15

Controlling Cosmic Ray Background 
= 

Key to Optimising the New Physics Sensitivity
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Backgrounds
•Cosmic Ray          Solution: CRV !  
CR muons can decay in flight or interact with the 
materials around the area of the muon-stopping target 
producing signal-like electrons in the detector region.
The  Cosmic Ray Veto (CRV)   based on the 
scintillator counters must identify CR muons and  
provide a rejection power  of about 10-4 for them. 

Each side of CRV  consists of 4 layers of strips

Backgrounds
•Cosmic Ray          Solution: CRV !  
CR muons can decay in flight or interact with the 
materials around the area of the muon-stopping target 
producing signal-like electrons in the detector region.
The  Cosmic Ray Veto (CRV)   based on the 
scintillator counters must identify CR muons and  
provide a rejection power  of about 10-4 for them. 

Each side of CRV  consists of 4 layers of strips

COMET Phase-I :: Cosmic Ray Veto (CRV)

 4 layers of strips on each 
scintillator “tracker” 
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Proposal for a   bridge-CRV based on GRPC

A tracker module: 7 detector modules 
(baseline)

a module (1900x600 mm2): deux 
GRPCs  single-gap 

with common readout 
float glass

PCB
1.2 mm gap

Al Honeycomb cassette

• Readout : ASICs Feeric (ALICE, ©LPC), available☑  
• Front-end board: ALICE FEB(©LPC) adapted to high 

radiation, commercial PCBs and COMET 
segmentation PCB de lecture double face (R&D, 
2020) 

• DAQ/trigger  board(R&D, 2020) 
• Slow-control board: evolution of ALICE SC (©LPC)

1900mm x 600mm x 3 (top, right, and 
left).
Rejection factor (baseline) : 10000

Segmentation and number of chambers to be 
defined by physics simulations & measured 
performance

Baseline: 10  mm pitch
(one of the ALICE configurations)
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Simulation scheme
We perform a non analog simulation using Importance Sampling (IS) and

Backward Monte Carlo (BMC) techniques. This is done in 3 steps.

1. Run a standard SimG4 simulation with primary μ generated close to and

illuminating the CyDet.

2. Select candidate events according to the trigger and track criteria but

using only the MC truth.

An ideal / perfect detector is assumed.

3. For the selected events, compute the atmospheric flux of the primary μ by

Backward Monte Carlo.

The corresponding MC rate (e.g. in Hz) is given by the ratio of the

flux to the bias generation PDF.
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Update of the primary μ generation
From the previous MC sample it was observed that almost all (99.8%) of the

pre-selected tracks are initiated inside the volume bounded by the CRV.

Generate primary μ directly on the upstream and downstream entrances of
the CRV, directed towards the CyDet with a cosine angular distribution.

Figure 1: schematic views of the generation surfaces.
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Simulation Scheme for Atmospheric Muons
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Questions we’d like to answer  as soon as possible

1.How dependent is the Inverse Monte Carlo Prediction on the local environment 
(buildings, experimental hall, etc)?

 play with the description of the local environment 
 Preliminary description of the environment implemented and tested ; a French 
M1 internship at JParc planned for summer 2020 but  cancelled due to 
COVID-19 ⇒ still working on finding an alternative

2. How robust is the Inverse Monte Carlo Prediction ? 
 compare it asymptotically with a standard (analog, G4) prediction 
 G4 studies already started in Osaka 

3. How can we convince ourselves that the MC expectation is correct ?
 place a precise tracker  in key points in the experimental hall  and check up 
the  prediction 
 build in Clermont Ferrand a muography-like tracker and bring it to J-Parc 
beginning of 2021… but  COVID-19 ⇒ all hardware activities on hold at LPC 
for a still unknown duration ⇒ delays
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•  prove  the potential of the Inverse Monte Carlo for estimating  
accurately the background induced by atmospheric  muons in rare 
process experiments by using COMET as benchmark

• use the qualified Inverse Monte Carlo to optimise COMET Cosmic 
Ray Veto, the rejection strategy and improve consequently the 
experiment sensibility for new physics searches.

Conclusion

We would like  to


